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Introduction

Asymmetric Light-by-Light Scattering

γ

Strong optical laser (I & 1022 W/cm2, ω ∼ eV)
Highly energetic gamma photons (ωγ & GeV)

Why are we interested in this setup?
Clean experiment, only on-shell photons in the initial state
Conceptual very appealing:

- energy-matter equivalence
- wave-particle duality

Pure quantum effects, photon-photon interaction is forbidden in CED
Nontrivial phenomena are strongly suppressed below the critical field
The “intensity frontier” is complementary to the “energy frontier”

Disclaimer: not all relevant papers are cited; natural units (~=c =ε0 =1) are used
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Light-Light interaction in the “classical” limit
Classical electrodynamics (CED): superposition principle, no LBLS
Quantum field theory: photons couple via virtual electric charges
Leading-order corrections: effective Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian

- Valid for slowly varying fields (small photon momenta)
- Relevant scale is the electron Compton wavelength nC = 1/m

Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian density (1936)

L = 1
2
(
E2 − B2)+ 2α

45 E 2
cr

[(
E2 − B2)2 + 7 (EB)2

]
+ . . .

−→

Leading-order contribution to the EH-Lagrangian

EH corrections are suppressed below the critical field Ecr = m2/ |e|
In vacuum Icr = 4.6× 1029 W/cm2 is not achievable in the near future
−→ Euler-Heisenberg is very challenging to measure!
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Slowly varying fields vs. high-energy probe photons
Vacuum field invariants

F = 1
4FµνFµν , G = 1

4 F̃µνFµν

Only two if gradients are negligible

Quantum nonlinearity parameter

χ ∼ |e|m3

√
qµF 2

µνqν ∼ 2 ωγm
E
Ecr

,

χ ≈ 0.5741 (ωγ/GeV)
√

I/(1022 W/cm2)

Constructed using the four-momentum qµ
Lorentz boost enhances electric field

Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian

= + + · · ·

Valid for approximately constant fields

Polarization operator

= + · · ·

Probe-photon momentum included

Electron-positron photoproduction depends crucially on the
quantum nonlinearity parameter

χ ∼ |e| ~m3c4

√
〈qµF 2

µνqν〉 ∼ (2~ωγ/mc2)(E/Ecr )

[~ωγ : energy of the incoming photon; last relation assumes a head-on collision]
The photon four-momentum is transfered at the vertex
Pair is produced ultra relativistic, background field is boosted
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Experimental perspectives
Highly-energetic gammas via Compton backscattering

Electron energy: 1− 10 GeV
BIG photon source: 5 GeV

Intense optical laser facilities
1 PW focused to 10 (µm)2 corresponds to 1022 W/cm2

10 PW focused to 10 (µm)2 corresponds to 1023 W/cm2

χγ ≈ 0.9ωγ [5 GeV]
√

I [1021 W/cm2]
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High-energy photons inside a background field
The exact photon wave function obeys a Dyson equation

−∂2Φinµ
q (x) =

∫
d4y Pµν(x , y)Φin

qν(y),
which is normally expanded into a nested double series
Number of insertions (propagation length in the field)

= + + + · · ·

Relevant expansion parameter: αχξN (χ� 1)

Polarization operator expansion (radiative corrections)
= + + + + · · ·

Relevant expansion parameter: αχ2/3

Polarization operator vs. BWPP
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

γ
e−

e+

← qµ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

∼ ℑ qµqµ

Real vs. imaginary part
RP: vacuum birefringence
IP: pair production (BWPP)

SM, K. Z. Hatsagortsyan, C. H. Keitel, and A. Di Piazza, PRD 91, 013009 (2015)
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Probing vacuum birefringence at the GeV scale
VB effect is largest close to the pair production threshold
Growing interest:

- Y. Nakamiya et al., arXiv:1512.00636 (2015)
- A. Ilderton and M. Marklund, J. Plasma Phys. 82 (2016)
- B. King and N. Elkina, Phys. Rev. A 94, 062102 (2016)

Poster by Sergey Bragin (arXiv 1704.05234):

High-Energy Vacuum Birefringence and Dichroism in an Ultrastrong Laser Field

Sergey Bragin, Sebastian Meuren,∗ Christoph H. Keitel, and Antonino Di Piazza
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany

(Dated: July 10, 2017)

A long-standing prediction of quantum electrodynamics, yet to be experimentally observed, is
the interaction between real photons in vacuum. As a consequence of this interaction the vacuum
is expected to become birefringent and dichroic if a strong laser field polarizes its virtual particle–
anti-particle dipoles. Here, we derive how a generally polarized probe photon beam is influenced
by both vacuum birefringence and dichroism in a strong linearly polarized plane-wave laser field.
Furthermore, we consider an experimental scheme to measure these effects in the nontrivial high-
energy regime, where the Euler-Heisenberg approximation breaks down. By employing circularly
polarized high-energy probe photons, as opposed to the conventionally considered linearly polarized
ones, the feasibility of verifying/rejecting the QED prediction for vacuum birefringence at the 3σ
confidence level on the time scale of a few days is demonstrated for upcoming 10 PW laser systems.
Finally, dichroism and anomalous dispersion in vacuum are shown to be accessible at these facilities.

In the realm of classical electrodynamics the electro-
magnetic field experiences no self-interaction in vacuum
[1]. According to quantum electrodynamics (QED), how-
ever, a finite photon-photon coupling is induced by the
presence of virtual charged particles in the vacuum [2].
For low-frequency electromagnetic fields Fµν such vac-
uum polarization effects are described by the Euler-
Heisenberg Lagrangian density [3–6]

LEM = −F +
α

90πE2
cr

(4F2 + 7G2) + · · · , (1)

where F = FµνF
µν/4 and G = F̃µνF

µν/4 are the electro-
magnetic field invariants [7]. According to Eq. (1) low-
frequency vacuum polarization effects are suppressed be-
low the QED critical field Ecr = m2/|e| ≈ 1.3×1018 V/m
[8–13].

The Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian predicts that the
vacuum resembles a birefringent medium [14–17]. The
smallness of the QED prediction for the light-by-light
scattering cross section opens up the possibility to search
for physics beyond the Standard Model, e.g., axion-like
or minicharged particles and paraphotons, by measuring
vacuum birefringence [18–22].

Recent astronomical polarization observations hint at
the existence of vacuum birefringence [23] (see also the
remarks in [24, 25]). However, a direct laboratory-based
verification of this fundamental property of the vacuum
is still missing. Laboratory experiments like BFRT [26],
BMV [27], PVLAS [28], and Q&A [29] have so far em-
ployed magnetic fields to polarize the vacuum and op-
tical photons to probe it, though without reaching the
required sensitivity.

The strongest electromagnetic fields of macroscopic ex-
tent are nowadays produced by lasers. However, even the
intensities I ∼ 1023 W/cm2 envisaged for future 10 PW-
class optical lasers [30, 31] are still well below the critical
intensity Icr = E2

cr ≈ 4.6 × 1029 W/cm2. Therefore, the

∗ s.meuren@mpi-hd.mpg.de

leading-order correction given in Eq. (1) is sufficient to
describe low-frequency vacuum polarization effects. Re-
cently, various setups have been considered to measure
them [32–49], but all suggested experiments will remain
challenging in the foreseeable future.

As the light-by-light scattering cross section attains
its maximum at the pair-production threshold [2], it is
natural to consider high-energy photons to probe vac-
uum birefringence [50–55]. A photon four-momentum qµ

(q0 = ωp, q2 = 0) allows us to construct a third invariant,
the quantum nonlinearity parameter (see [2], § 101)

χ =

√
−(fµνqν)2

Ecrm
≈ 0.5741

ωp

GeV

√
I

1022 W/cm2
(2)

(for a plane-wave background field with amplitude fµν ,
see below; the last relation assumes a head-on collision).
As gamma photons with energies ωp & 1 GeV are obtain-
able from Compton backscattering [2, 56–59], the regime
χ ∼ 1 is attainable in future laser-based vacuum birefrin-
gence experiments.

In the regime χ & 1 the Euler-Heisenberg approxi-
mation is no longer applicable, as it neglects the contri-
bution of the probe photon momentum which flows in
the electron/positron loop (see Fig. 1a). Instead, the
polarization operator in the background field must be
employed (see Fig. 1b). For low-energy photons both ob-
jects in Fig. 1 are related by functional derivatives [14].
The regime χ & 1 is qualitatively different from the one
where the Euler-Heisenberg approximation is valid, in
particular due to the following two reasons: 1) electron-
positron photoproduction becomes sizable and thus the
vacuum acquires dichroic properties; 2) the vacuum ex-
hibits anomalous dispersion [12, 60].

In this Letter we put forward an experimental scheme
to measure high-energy vacuum birefringence and dichro-
ism in the nontrivial regime χ & 1. It is based on Comp-
ton backscattering to produce polarized gamma photons
and exploits pair production in matter to determine the
polarization state of the probe photon after it has in-
teracted with the strong laser pulse. By analyzing the
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Above threshold VB becomes screened by vacuum dichroism
Probing effects beyond EH, e.g., anomalous dispersion
Circularly polarized gamma photons highly beneficial for VB
Measuring VB at ELI Beamlines/ELI-NP within few hours/days
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Breit-Wheeler pair production (BWPP)
Multiphoton regime

γe−

e+

← qµ

kµ→
kµ→

kµ→
kµ→

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

ξ � 1: process “feels” oscillations

Tunneling regime

γ

e
−

e
+

← q
µ

←−−−−→

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

ξ � 1: process “feels” a static field

Which is the time/length scale for pair production?
Constant electric field E : the pair becomes real after the length δx :

δx |e|E ∼ mc2 −→ δx ∼ mc2

|e|E , δφ ∼ δx ω
c ∼ ωmc

|e|E = 1
ξ

(δφ is the formation region with respect to the laser phase φ = kx)
The classical intensity parameter: ξ = a0 = |e|E/(mc ω)

Sauter-Schwinger effect
Probability: ∼ exp (−πEcr/E )
(vacuum with electric field)

BWPP in the tunneling regime
Probability: ∼ exp [−8/(3χ)]

(if χ� 1 and ξ � 1)
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Breit-Wheeler is nonperturbative in the tunneling regime
Hand-waving derivation:

Total field tensor F̃µν = Fµν + f µν

- Fµν : constant crossed background field
- f µν = (m/|e|)(εµqν − ενqµ): photon field tensor
- qµ: photon four-momentum
- εµ=(Fq)µ/

√
qF 2q, (ε2 = −1, qε = 0): polarization four-vector

Vacuum field invariant: F = 1
4 F̃µν F̃µν = 1

2
(
B2 − E2)

- E −→
√
−2F in Schwinger formula

- F −→ (m/|e|)(εµFµνqν) = −E 2
crχ for our “field configuration”

Schwinger pair production “assisted by a single photon”
- R. Schützhold et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 130404 (2008)
- G. V. Dunne et al., Phys. Rev. D 80, 111301 (2009)
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Problems of the local constant field approximation (LCFA)

The LCFA is usally assumed to be valid if ξ � 1
- Pair production: condition is modified if χ� 1: ξ � 1, ξ3/χ� 1

V. N. Baier et al., Electromagnetic Processes at High Energies in Oriented Single Crystals

- However, the conditions ξ � 1 and αχ2/3 � 1 nearly imply ξ3/χ� 1
In numerical codes the LCFA is usually applied on the probability level

- Harmonic substructure is not obtained (Harvey et al., PRA 2015)
- It should be applied on the amplitude level (SM et al., PRD 2016)

For nonlinear Compton scattering (NLCS):
LCFA fails in the IR region of the spectrum (arXiv 1708.08276):

On the validity of the local constant field approximation
in nonlinear Compton scattering

A. Di Piazza,1, ∗ S. Meuren,1, 2, † M. Tamburini,1, ‡ and C. H. Keitel1, §

1Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
2Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

In the calculation of probabilities of physical processes occurring in a background classical field,
the local constant field approximation (LCFA) relies on the possibility of neglecting the space-time
variation of the external field within the region of formation of the process. This approximation is
widely employed in strong-field QED as it allows to evaluate probabilities of processes occurring in
arbitrary electromagnetic fields starting from the corresponding quantities computed in a constant
electromagnetic field. Here, we demonstrate that the usual condition of validity of the LCFA in
nonlinear Compton scattering, which only depends on the parameters of the external laser field, is
quantitatively and qualitatively insufficient for describing the low-energy part of the emitted photon
probability. In addition to their conceptual importance, these findings provide the theoretical tools to
investigate quantitatively the role of low-energy photons in strong-field QED as well as to scrutinize
the numerical schemes employed to interpret present and upcoming experiments in this field.

PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds, 41.60.-m

High-power lasers are becoming a unique tool to test
QED at its typical “critical” field scale: Fcr = m2/|e| =
1.3 × 1016 V/cm = 4.4 × 1013 G (m and e < 0 are the
electron mass and charge, respectively, and units with
~ = c = 4πε0 = 1 and α = e2 ≈ 1/137 are employed)
[1–3]. The field strength F of present and soon avail-
able lasers is still much smaller than Fcr [4–7]. How-
ever, the feasibility of testing QED at the critical field
scale is facilitated by the Lorentz invariance of the the-
ory, as the effective field scale at which a process occurs
is set by the amplitude F ∗ of the field that the partic-
ipating charged particles experience in their rest frame
[8–13]. Indeed, the parameter which identifies this so-
called strong-field QED regime is given by χ0 = F ∗/Fcr
[8–13]. Available technology already allows for entering
the strong-field QED regime (χ0 & 1) by combining ei-
ther conventional [14, 15] or laser-based [16] multi-GeV
electron accelerators with high-power optical lasers [4–7].
Another promising setup is based on the interaction of a
ultra-intense laser beam with a solid target [17–22].

Strong-field QED processes in intense laser beams are
conveniently studied theoretically within the plane-wave
approximation, as the resulting Dirac equation can be
solved analytically [1–3]. Now, ultrarelativistic charges
are typically involved in considered strong-field QED pro-
cesses, such that an arbitrary external electromagnetic
field looks as a counterpropagating plane wave in the
instantaneous rest frame of the charge [23]. In addi-
tion, since the background laser fields considered in ap-
plications are typically very intense, the basic strong-
field QED processes (nonlinear Compton scattering and
nonlinear Breit-Wheeler pair production) are formed on
a length scale much smaller than the laser wavelength
[9, 12], and the corresponding available probabilities in
the local constant field approximation (LCFA) can be
employed. Generally speaking, the LCFA is said to be

applicable when the background laser field is so strong
that ξ0 = |e|E0/mω0 � 1 [9, 12], where E0 is the laser
field amplitude and ω0 its central angular frequency. In
[24] it was pointed out that even if ξ0 � 1, the condi-
tion ξ3

0/χ0 � 1 has actually to be fulfilled in order the
LCFA to be applicable in calculating the average electron
momentum in a plane wave. Now, since at optical laser
photon energies (ω0 ∼ 1 eV), the condition ξ0 ∼ 1 is al-
ready satisfied at intensities of the order of 1018 W/cm2,
the probabilities of the basic QED processes within the
LCFA are widely employed to interpret present experi-
ments on strong-field QED, to predict the results of up-
coming ones, and to investigate theoretically QED effects
in laser-plasma interaction. In fact, at, e.g., ξ0 & 10,
the additional condition ξ3

0/χ0 � 1 is violated only for
such large values of χ0 that the perturbative approach to
strong-field QED in a plane wave breaks down [9].

In the present Letter we challenge the widely exploited
conclusion on the validity of the LCFA at ξ0 � 1 by
investigating in detail the energy-resolved photon emis-
sion probability in nonlinear Compton scattering. We
demonstrate that even for ξ0 � 1, the photon yield ac-
cording to the LCFA differs quantitatively and qualita-
tively from the exact one in the low-energy region of the
photon spectrum. If r is the ratio between the emit-
ted photon energy and the initial electron energy, it is
found analytically that the LCFA becomes inapplicable
for r . χ0/ξ

3
0 . Moreover, the typical (integrable) infrared

divergence of the photon yield within the LCFA as r−2/3

is absent in the exact expression of the photon yield. We
explain these results by exploiting the dependence of the
formation length of photon emission on the energy of the
emitted photon [25]. The leading-order correction to the
LCFA has been derived in [26] and effects beyond it have
been studied in the special case of an axial Coulomb-like
electric field [27] and of a uniform magnetic field of finite
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Threshold: ωγ . (χ/ξ3) ε (ωγ : photon energy, ε: electron energy)
There is no divergence in the probability for ωγ → 0!
Can affect even ωγ ∼ 10 MeV photons (ε=10 GeV, ξ=10, ω=1.55 eV)
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Laser photon absorption: classical vs. quantum contribution
Global conservation law

γ

e
−

e
+

← q
µ

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

Momenta are asymptotic
pµ1 + pµ2 = qµ + nkµ, n = ncl + nq

Local conservation law

γ

e−

e+

← qµ

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

←−−−−→

←−−−−→

p
µ

1
(φ)

p
µ

2
(φ)

Momenta are local
pµ1 (φ) + pµ2 (φ) = qµ + n(φ)kµ

Classically, you can change the momenta [pµi → pµi (φ)],
but you cannot change the on-shell condition [p2

i (φ) = m2]
Important consequences, in particular n(φ) > 0
Stationary phase φs : minimal possible quantum absorption nq = n(φs)

Classical absorption
nclkµ = pµ1 + pµ2 − [pµ1 (φs) + pµ2 (φs)]

Classical acceleration after creation
Scaling law: ncl ∼ ξ3/χ

Quantum absorption
nqkµ = pµ1 (φs) + pµ2 (φs)− qµ

Absorption during creation
Scaling law: nq ∼ ξ/χ

SM, C. H. Keitel, and A. Di Piazza, Phys. Rev. D 93, 085028 (2016)
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Recollisions of laser-generated electron-positron pairs
Strong-field QED
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Recollision processes of
electron-positron pairs

Atomic physics

Recollision processes in atoms
after tunnel ionization

Macroscopic quantum loops

← q1← q2
µν

ky ←−−−−→
2̺

kx

Large distance between the vertices

Polarization operator spectrum
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Plateau, cutoff: ncut = 3.17 ξ3/χ

Semiclassical three-step picture:
¶ Pair creation · Acceleration by the laser ¸ Recollision

SM, K. Z. Hatsagortsyan, C. H. Keitel, and A. Di Piazza, PRL 114, 143201 (2015)
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Summary

Thank you for your attention
and your questions!
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